The neuronal connectivity dataset of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans attracts wide attention from computational neuroscientists and experimentalists. However, the dataset is incomplete. The ventral and dorsal nerve cords of a single nematode were reconstructed halfway along the body and the posterior data are missing, leaving 21 of 75 motoneurons of the locomotor network with partial or no connectivity data. Using a new framework for network analysis, the perimotor space, we identified rules of connectivity that allowed us to approximate the missing data by extrapolation. Motoneurons were mapped into perimotor space in which each motoneuron is located according to the muscle cells it innervates. In this framework, a pattern of iterative connections emerges which includes most (0.90) of the connections. We identified a repeating unit consisting of 12 motoneurons and 12 muscle cells. The cell bodies of the motoneurons of such a unit are not necessarily anatomical neighbors and there is no obvious anatomical segmentation. A connectivity model, composed of six repeating units, is a description of the network that is both simplified (modular and without noniterative connections) and more complete (includes the posterior part) than the original dataset. The perimotor framework of observed connectivity and the segmented connectivity model give insights and advance the study of the neuronal infrastructure underlying locomotion in C. elegans. Furthermore, we suggest that the tools used herein may be useful to interpret, simplify, and represent connectivity data of other motor systems.
Introduction
The only organism-wide neuronal wiring diagram published to date is that of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (White et al., 1986) . In the 25 years since its publication, it has attracted wide attention from both computational and experimental neuroscientists (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Morita et al., 2001; Milo et al., 2002; Sporns and Kötter, 2004; Gray et al., 2005; Chalasani et al., 2007; Bassett et al., 2010; Qian et al., 2011; Varier and Kaiser, 2011) . The original dataset was acquired and reconstructed from electron micrographs (White et al., 1986) and recently proofed and annotated (Chen et al., 2006; Varshney et al., 2011) . The complete wiring dataset includes 6393 chemical synapses, and 890 gap junctions and 1410 neuromuscular junctions of an adult nematode (White et al., 1986; Altun and Hall, 2008a; Varshney et al., 2011) . However, the reconstruction focused on the head and tail ganglia and was assembled from partial reconstructions of several different adult animals: one for the nose and the nerve ring, one for nerve ring and anterior cords, one for tail, and one (male) for the posterior nerve cords (White et al., 1986; Varshney et al., 2011) (D. Hall, personal communication) . Hence, the anterior portion of the ventral and dorsal nerve cords that contain the locomotor motoneurons was only reconstructed in a single hermaphrodite nematode. Moreover, the nerve cords were reconstructed only halfway along the body, and the data posterior to the vulva are incomplete. The sparse data for the posterior parts of the nerve cords are from a male nematode, and it is unclear how much the neuroanatomy varies between the sexes. Currently, connectivity data are partial or missing for 39 of 302 neurons, including 21 of the 75 locomotor motoneurons. Most publications that discuss the connectivity dataset ignore this fact, and those that mention it do it only briefly.
C. elegans propels itself by the coordinated contraction of muscle cells arranged in four quadrants along the body and neck (Altun and Hall, 2008b) . In adult hermaphrodites, 75 of these muscle cells are innervated by 75 motoneurons that have been morphologically separated into eight distinct classes (White et al., 1976 (White et al., , 1986 Chen et al., 2006; Altun and Hall, 2008b) . Four classes innervate ventral muscles (12-VA, 11-VB, 6-VC, 13-VD), and four innervate dorsal muscles (11-AS, 9-DA, 7-DB, 6-DD). Most published graphic depictions of the locomotor network (and the complete nervous system) (White et al., 1986; Chalfie and White, 1988; Von Stetina et al., 2006; Sengupta and Samuel, 2009 ) do not include a depiction of the anterior-posterior (AP) axis, which is crucial for the production of undulatory locomotion. Models that incorporate an AP axis Erdös, 1991, 1993; Cohen, 2004, 2008; Karbowski et al., 2008) have simplified the network by focusing on forward locomotion, using the same number of motoneurons from each class and omitting motoneuron classes such as AS.
To address the missing data for motoneurons posterior to the vulva, we developed a method for representing motoneuronal connectivity according to the muscles innervated. This method allowed us to group connections according to their function and revealed an unexpected segmented modularity in the organization of the locomotor network. Using this formulation, we could then estimate the missing connections by extrapolation.
Materials and Methods
The dataset. We obtained the anatomical connectivity data from a publicly available source, WormAtlas (Altun and Hall, 2008a) . We also obtained connectivity data for the C. elegans male network (Male Wiring Project, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, website: http://worms. aecom.yu.edu/PHP/male_wiring_project.php), but these data are not yet suitable for our analysis because most of the neuromuscular junctions are not specifically traced to the muscle of origin (S. Emmons, personal communication). The existing connectivity dataset for the hermaphrodite C. elegans is formatted as a table with the following columns: source neuron, target neuron, type of connection, and the number of anatomically observed connections. It has an inherent redundancy in the sense that each gap junction (marked EJ in the dataset) is noted twice, once from each direction. Similarly, chemical synapses are noted at least once as outgoing (marked S for a simple synapse or marked Sp where a presynaptic and more than one postsynaptic cells comprise a dyadic synapse) and once for incoming (R for simple and Rp for dyadic). In the original dataset, the total number of synapses is consistent but the number of dyadic versus simple synapses is not consistent (i.e., the designation S and Sp add up to the reciprocal R and Rp, but S does not equal R and Sp does not equal Rp). As will be explained below, it is not important for our purposes whether a synapse is dyadic. Hence, we first verified that the total number of synapses is indeed consistent and then kept only the record of outgoing synapses (S and Sp) between motoneurons and all synapses (R, S, Rp, and Sp) to and from non-motoneurons (sensory neurons and interneurons). The number of gap junctions is perfectly reciprocated among neurons, and we considered each gap junction only once. A single self gap junction is included in the dataset (VA08). As explained above, this gap junction was described in a male nematode and was excluded from this study.
Analysis. The analysis program was coded in MATLAB (version R2007b; MathWorks) and is available at MatlabCentral.com or upon request. The program uses the MATLAB statistics toolbox and a MATLAB function "randpermfull" coded by the user "Jos" and available from MATLAB Central. Motoneuron class VC. Neuromuscular data were not available for the VC class of motoneurons. We referred to the original EM micrographs and notebooks of White et al. (1986) , which cover the neuromuscular junctions of VC01, VC02, and VC03. We found that their neuromuscular junctions overlap and are sparser and cover more muscle cells than other ventral motoneurons. All three innervate ventral muscle cells 10, 9, 12, 11, and 14; VC01 and VC02 also innervate muscle cell 7, and only VC01 innervates muscle 8 (for muscle cell location, see Table 1 and Fig. 1a ) (D. Hall and B. Chen, personal communication) . The more posterior VC04 and VC05 innervate only vulva muscles while VC06 was not reconstructed. While it might be possible to find iterative connections for VC01-VC03 over the anterior portion, it will be impossible to extrapolate toward the posterior portion. We did not further analyze VC motoneurons and only their input to other motoneurons (mainly chemical synapses to DD and VD) is included in this model.
Iterativity index. To quantify the iterativity of connections, we devised an algorithm that describes each connection in relative terms along the perimotor AP axis and identifies connections that are present in multiple motoneurons of a given class. A single connection in each line of the published connectivity dataset is characterized by four values: source neuron X, target neuron Y, type of connection, and number found in EM micrographs. If X was a motoneuron, these data were extracted and kept for further analysis. If the target neuron Y was also a motoneuron or a muscle cell, the perimotor distance was calculated between the synaptic partners and was included in the name of the connection. To ensure that similar connections had similar designations, we expressed the perimotor distance in units of muscle bins that are 0.06 of the full-length perimotor space (see Results). Hence, for example, a chemical synapse from AS01 to VD01 that innervated directly opposing muscle cells (see Fig. 2b ) was named "VD_Sϩ00" ("VD" is the partner, "S" is for chemical synapse, and "ϩ00" for the perimotor distance; see Fig. 4 ) and similarly was named a chemical synapse from AS06 to VD06. By definition, the perimotor distance is positive if the partner is posterior to the motoneuron. For example, a gap junction from AS01 to VB03, which innervates posterior muscle cells (see Fig. 2a ), was named "VA_Eϩ02" ["VA" is the partner, "E" is for gap (electrical) junction, and "ϩ02" for two muscle bins, or three muscle lengths, posterior; see Fig. 4 ]. If the same name (in these examples, "VD_Sϩ00" or "VA_Eϩ02") was given to a number of connections above the iterativity threshold (s), they were considered iterative.
To quantify the fraction of iterative connections present in the database, we defined an I index (I it ) as follows:
where Syn and GJ are the total number of synapses and gap junctions, respectively, made to or from the specific motoneuron or class while Syn {Ͼs} and GJ {Ͼs} are the synapses and gap junctions that iterate more than the iterativity threshold. The iterativity index (I it ), therefore, represents the fraction of connections that iterate above a set threshold, among all connections made to and from a particular motoneuron class. Determination of bin width for iterativity analysis. To determine iterativity of connection, we needed to evaluate their similarity to each other. To that end, we divided the continuous perimotor AP axis into discrete bins. However, the most suitable bin width was not known a priori. To identify the minimal bin width that would capture the majority of iterated connections at the best spatial resolution we plotted the iterativity index I it for each class of motoneuron for different bin widths. We first calculated the mean distance occupied by a single muscle cell along the single-unit AP axis (defined as 0.0 to 1.0 from head to tail). The most anterior muscle cell is located at 0.15 (see Fig. 1a , "05") and the most posterior, 0.85 ("23"), with 19 muscle cells spanning the AP axis. The average normalized length of a muscle cell is therefore the following: (0.85 Ϫ 0.15)/19 ϭ 0.04. Plotted along bin width from one-half to three muscle lengths, I it was indeed sensitive to the spatial resolution used to calculate of the distance in perimotor space. I it , averaged among the classes remained almost constant as bin width was reduced from 0.12 (3 muscle lengths) to 0.06 (1.5 muscle lengths) but rapidly declined for bin widths Ͻ0.06. The values of average I it were 0.90 Ϯ 0.007 (mean Ϯ SD) for a bin width of 0.06 or bigger, 0.85 for a bin width of 0.04 (one muscle length), and 0.72 when bin width was 0.02. At bin widths Ͻ0.06, fewer types of iterative connections were present but the types of connections were not qualitatively different. We therefore used a bin width of 0.06 for further analysis.
Muscle rank as an alternative mapping method. The muscle cells are not perfectly uniformly distributed along the AP axis and are slightly more packed in the neck area than more posteriorly. We tested ranking the muscle cells as an alternative method to muscle length for mapping them in perimotor space. We ranked the muscle cells from anterior to posterior, making sure that opposing ventral and dorsal muscles have the same rank and used the rank instead of the location to calculate the functional location of each motoneuron. This is practically equivalent to measuring the body in muscle lengths that slightly increase along the body. The values of the iterativity indices (I it ,) were 0.86 of all connections (0.85, 0.91, 0.81, 0.74, 0.91, 0.86, and 0.85 for AS, DA, DB, DD, VA, VB, and VD, respectively). Because these values are lower than those calculated using muscle length, we concluded that the ranking method misses some iterated connections that the muscle length formulation captures, and therefore used muscle length in the subsequent analysis.
Statistical evaluation of the iterativity index for individual motoneurons. We tested whether the level of iterativity observed in the connectivity dataset could arise at random. We performed a randomization test in which the resampled test networks were generated by shuffling the second column (the synaptic "target") of the connectivity dataset. The test networks retain the same number and types of connections for each motoneuron but randomize the targets of the connections. Hence, each observed value of I it is compared with a population of values obtained from the replicated test networks. The statistical significance of the difference between the actual and generated I it indices can be then quantified using the standard nonparametric randomization test p value as follows:
where #{I gen Ͼ I obs } indicates the number of generated I it values that are bigger than the observed value, and Nr is the number of generated networks. With only one animal sampled, it is not possible to compare the variability among our generated networks with the variability between real networks. This will only become possible when the networks of multiple nematodes have been reconstructed. We chose to use 500 shuffled networks (Nr ϭ 500) by plotting the p values calculated for VD01-VD07 along values of Nr from 50 to 1000. The probability calculated for VD01 was the most variable (p ϭ 0.06 at Nr ϭ 50) but together with the other motoneurons of its class converged toward the limit of the test [1/(Nr ϩ 1)] and reached p Ͻ 0.01 by Nr Ն 500. Descriptive statistics are in the form (mean Ϯ SE, SD), unless otherwise stated. Cluster analysis. We used hierarchical clustering (MATLAB Statistics Toolbox function: linkage) to evaluate whether some of the classes of motoneurons can be further subdivided. We computed the Euclidean distance between pairs of objects in the matrix that represent each motoneuron in a class and the connections it makes (presented as color maps in Fig. 4 ) and creates an agglomerative hierarchical cluster tree from the distances in the matrix. We then constructed clusters from the tree. We set a limit of two clusters using the "distance" criterion. The function finds the smallest height at which a horizontal cut through the tree leaves two or one clusters. Classes that formed two distinct clusters were considered to have two subclasses (marked with asterisks in Figs. 6 and 7 and Table 2 ). 
Results

Remapping of muscle and motoneurons in perimotor space
We defined a "perimotor space" in which elements of the network (motoneurons and muscle cells) are positioned by their function during locomotion. The conventional indexing of C. elegans muscle cells does not describe their location because it is derived from cellular lineage. Hence, the order of dorsal muscle cells is as follows : 2, 1, 4, 3, 6, 5, 8, 7, 10, 9, 12, 11, 14, 13, 16, 15, 18, 17, 20, 19, 22, 21, 24, and 23 (Fig. 1a) . The two dorsal and two ventral quadrants of muscle cells are laterally symmetric in position and innervation. In an undulating animal such as the nematode, the function of a muscle is determined by its location on the anteriorposterior (AP) (head-to-tail) and transverse axes (in the nematode, this axis indicates whether a muscle is dorsally or ventrally located). We mapped muscle cells in perimotor space (Fig. 1a, Table 1 ) so that PM n , their perimotor position is their anatomical midpoint between anterior and posterior extremities of the sarcomere region (Dixon and Roy, 2005) , projected onto the AP axis [data file NeuronFixedPoints.xls from the study by Chen et al. (2006) It follows that the function of a motoneuron is determined by the collective functions of the muscles it innervates. We defined the position of each motoneuron in perimotor space (PM MN ) as the mean of the perimotor positions of the muscle cells it innervates, weighted by the anatomical size (number observed) of each neuromuscular junction as follows:
where PM MN is the calculated perimotor position of the motoneuron, N is the number of innervated muscle cells, PM n is the perimotor position of an innervated muscle cell, and NMJ n is the anatomical size of the neuromuscular junction. We chose this formulation to reflect the functional action of a motoneuron rather than simply the mean of the perimotor position of the innervated muscle cells. For example, the motoneuron AS01 (Fig.  1a, middle third of each muscle fiber and connect to motoneurons that have a region of neuromuscular junction at that location on the ventral or dorsal nerve cord (Dixon and Roy, 2005; Altun and Hall, 2008b) . We hence accepted the assumption made by Chen et al. (2006) that each muscle cell is postsynaptic to all motoneurons that have a neuromuscular junction along its middle third and used their designation of neuromuscular junctions. The muscle cells are arranged as almost symmetric left-right pairs. Because of the designation method and the left-right symmetry of the muscle cells, each muscle cell assumed to be innervated on the right is always also assumed to be innervated on the left. Hence, we only included this information once and used the right muscle cell of each pair. It is important to note that the location of a motoneuron in perimotor space does not necessarily correspond to the actual anatomical location of its soma (Fig. 1b , Table 1 ; soma location data from WormAtlas/NeuronType.csv and B. Chen, personal communication). In the most extreme example, DA06 is more anterior than DA05 in perimotor space. The perimotor distance (PD xy ) is defined as the difference between the perimotor positions (PM x and PM y ) of the motoneurons x and y. All interconnections among motoneurons in the dataset, comprising 119 gap junctions and 1119 chemical synapses, are mapped in perimotor space in Figure 2 , a and b, respectively. Sensory and interneurons are not mapped in perimotor space because they do not innervate muscle. Connections to and from those neurons (1658 gap junctions and 5275 chemical synapses) are used in the analysis described below but for reasons of clarity are not shown in Figure 1 . In this diagram, the dorsal muscle cells and motoneurons are on top, while their ventral counterparts are on the bottom. Only one of the two laterally symmetric quadrants is presented for the dorsal and only one for the ventral sides. The distribution of motoneuron classes along the vertical axis is arbitrary and meant to facilitate visualization of the connections. The perimotor framework allows direct functional interpretation of the diagram. Thus, motoneurons and muscle cells that are positioned at the same AP position (PD xy ϭ 0), for example, AS02, DB01, and dorsal muscle cell 08 are all in the same perimotor position. A positive perimotor distance (PD xy Ͼ 0) indicates that the second motoneuron (for example, DD02) innervates muscle cells that are posterior to those innervated by the first motoneuron (for example, AS03).
Four main observations arise from this novel description of the motoneuronal connectivity dataset: (1) Most connections are local in the perimotor space (98% are made within a PD Ͻ 0.25; see Fig. 3 ). The exceptions are gap junctions within motoneurons of the DA and the DB classes, with the largest PD of 0.295. (2) The sparse data for motoneuron connectivity posterior to the midpoint (location of the vulva marked by a "V" at 0.54 in Fig. 2 ) are qualitatively different from the anterior data. As explained above, electron micrographs of this region in a hermaphrodite nematode were not taken, and these data are partial and from a male nematode (White et al., 1986; Chen et al., 2006; Varshney et al., 2011) (D. Hall, personal communication) . (3) The connectivity of the most anterior motoneurons differs from the other motoneurons. This may be due to an edge effect, their different morphology (White et al., 1976 (White et al., , 1986 , or both. (4) Using the perimotor formulation, we found that many connections iterate. By "iterate," we mean that motoneurons of the same class make connections with neurons of a similar class at similar perimotor distances. For example, AS01 is presynaptic to VD01, and AS02 is presynaptic to VD02, and so on for all ASs and VDs. Similarly, DD01 makes a gap junction onto DD02, which in turn makes a similar connection to DD03.
Iterative connections in the dataset
When the iterativity threshold was two (two or more similar connections defined as iterating), 0.9 of the total connections were included (iterativity indices I it ϭ 0.90, 0.90, 0.89, 0.91, 0.93, 0.90, and 0.88 for AS, DA, DB, DD, VA, VB, and VD, respectively; Fig. 4) . Thus, the great majority of connections made by each class of motoneuron occur more than once. If we restrict the analysis to connections that iterate three or more times, then 82% of the connections are included (I it ϭ 0.81, 0.86, 0.72, 0.85, 0.90, 0.76, and 0.82 for AS, DA, DB, DD, VA, VB, and VD, respectively). We did not examine connections that iterate four or more times because this would have exceeded the number of reconstructed DD motoneurons and therefore excluded them from the analysis.
Anterior-posterior distribution of iterativity among individual motoneurons
We next calculated the I it for each individual motoneuron (Fig. 5 , solid blue dots), in contrast to the previous analysis, which was performed on each class of motoneuron. For an individual motoneuron, I it is the fraction of connections that iterate among all its connections. We found that at an iterativity threshold of two, the I it was Ͼ0.7 for most motoneurons (39 of 41) from the neck to the vulva (mean Ϯ SE, 0.9 Ϯ 0.02; SD, 0.12). The two outliers (range, 0.44 -0.62) are located in the neck area (0.16 -0.19 on the perimotor AP axis).
To establish whether these iterativity indices could be generated by random connectivity, we generated and analyzed multiple test networks by shuffling the second column (the synaptic "target") of the original dataset. The test networks retained the same number and type of connections for each motoneuron but randomized the synaptic targets. We generated 500 randomized networks and calculated the I it indices for each individual motoneuron (Fig. 5, open red circles) . The average I it for this randomized population was 0.42 Ϯ 0.01, SD ϭ 0.09, and each value was significantly smaller than the actual I it of each motoneuron (p Ͻ 0.05 for VD01 and VB01; p Ͻ 0.01 for all other motoneurons). We conclude that the occurrence of iterating connections is significantly different from that of random networks. The gap in connectivity data of the posterior portion of the locomotor network could be filled, without further assumptions, by iterating each of these connections among the motoneuron in their calculated perimotor locations. To address more general rules of organization, we chose to pursue the hypothesis that the occurrence of iterating connections reflects the existence of a core set of muscle cells and motoneurons together with their interconnections that repeats along the AP axis.
Motoneurons stereotypic of each class compose a repeating segment
The existence of iterated connections that are characteristic of each motoneuron class (Table 2, Fig. 4 ) allowed us to construct stereotypical motoneurons representing each class (Fig. 6 ). This analysis revealed that every stereotypical motoneuron innervates two or three muscle cells and is connected by up to three chemical synapses and two or three gap junctions with other motoneurons. Color maps (black, 0 connections; red, lowest value, to white, highest value) are arranged such that individual numbered motoneurons within the class are columns, while rows represent types of iterative connections.Thenumbersineachboxrepresentthenumberofanatomicalconnectionsmadebythesourcemotoneuronrepresentedbythecolumn(e.g.,VA1)totheiterativeconnectionrepresentedbytherow. The iterativity threshold is set to two. That is, a connection is iterative if two or more members of the source class make synaptic connections to neurons of the same perimotor distance and class. The structure of connection names (e.g., "VD_S-1"; a chemical synapse to a VD motoneuron anterior to the source motoneuron) are described in the main text. The bars to the right of each panel represent the average number of synapses made by each cell in the source class onto the target motoneuron (below blue horizontal line) or input from another neuron (above line). Connection descriptions to the right of the bar graphs are simplified and motoneuron names are color-coded (e.g., "AVA" means chemical synapse from the interneuron AVA; "AVAЈ" means gap junctions from same). Iterativity index for each class is indicated next to class name (e.g., 0.93 for VA). Numbers with asterisks represent subclasses within VA and VB as described in the main text and Figure 6 . DA, VA, VB, and VD) have almost twice as many members as the other three (DB, DD, and VC). We examined whether these five classes could be further divided into subclasses. For this purpose, we used hierarchical clustering on the set of iterating connections of each class and determined that VA and VB indeed segregate into subclasses with subtle differences, while DA, VD, and AS do not (Fig. 6b) . The same subclasses are evident whether the iterativity threshold was two or three.
We next constructed a wiring diagram of a minimal circuit containing at least one member of each class and the muscle fiber they innervate. To ensure that the complement of motoneurons in this minimal circuit reflected those of the whole population, Figure 5 . Distribution of iterativity along AP axis and statistical validation. The iterativity index (I it ) of each individual motoneuron in the dataset (solid blue dots) is plotted along the AP axis (0.0 -1.0) together with the distribution of the same quantity in 500 generated networks (open red circles) in which the target neurons were randomly shuffled. The dataset values are higher and significantly different from the generated population (*p Ͻ 0.05; **p Ͻ 0.01). We decided to use 500 scrambled networks by plotting (inset) the value of p for each VD motoneuron (VD01 to VD07) against the number of generated networks (Nr) from 50 to 1000. The value of p varies at low Nr but converges to the limit of the statistical test [1/(Nr ϩ 1); thick gray line] by Nr ϭ 500. ) . b, Cluster analysis was used to investigate whether the five more numerous classes (AS, DA, VA, VB, and VD) could be subdivided further. Of those, VB and VA (presented) could be further divided: VB01, VB04, and VB07 (VB*) and similarly VA01, VA03, and VA05 (VA*) have slightly different connectivity than their counterparts. These motoneurons are indicated by asterisk here and in Figures 3 and 6. we used a single DD and DB motoneuron and pairs of the remaining motoneurons (AS, DA, VB, VA). Therefore, the perimotor model segment includes 12 muscle cells and 12 motoneurons: six dorsal muscle cells co-innervated by two AS, two DA, and one of each DB and DD motoneurons and six opposing ventral muscle cells, innervated by two of each VA, VB, and VD motoneurons. The model segment includes all interconnectivity among the motoneurons, the connections to the anterior and posterior segments and the input from sensory and interneurons (Fig. 7 , not presenting the latter).
This framework provided novel insights into the network organization that would be difficult to obtain with alternative representations. For example, (1) 
Connectivity model
By repeating and interconnecting this minimal perimotor segment six times along an AP axis, we could construct a connectivity model of the full motoneuronal network (Fig. 8a) . Three segments can be demarcated within the span of the observed connectivity dataset (Fig. 8b,c) , supporting the repeating unit hypothesis. These segments in the original dataset are similar to the equivalent segments in the connectivity model but also include some noniterating connections (Fig. 9) . We set out to compare the segmentation of the model with that of the dataset. A commonly used measure of the balance between local and remote connections is modularity. We followed the definition of modularity ( Q) provided by Newman and Girvan (2004) . To calculate Q, neurons and muscle cells were considered as vertices and synapses and gap junctions as edges. Modularity was defined (Newman and Girvan, 2004) as the fraction of the edges in the network that connect vertices of the same community (segment) minus the expected value of the same quantity in a network with the same community (segmental) divisions but random connections between the vertices.
We defined Q as follows:
where Q is the modularity measure, E w and E b are the number of edges within and between modules, respectively, and V w and V b are the number of vertices in the same or in other modules, respectively. Modularity values for networks with strong community structure typically fall in a range of ϳ0.3 to 0.7 (Newman and Girvan, 2004 ). In our model, each segment contains 30 local synapses and 7 gap junctions. Each segment (except from the posterior and anterior-most segments) also shares 16 gap junctions with other segments, sends 4 synapses to, and receives an equal number of synapses from the neighboring segments. Hence, each segment includes 37 (30 ϩ 7) edges among motoneurons and 20 (4 ϩ 16) edges connect adjacent segments (Fig. 7) . In a randomly connected network, each pair of vertices (neurons) has an equal chance of connecting. We excluded the possibility of selfconnecting because it does not appear in the data. Hence, the ratio between possible intrasegmental partners (11) and total possible partners (71) can be used as the expected fraction of the edges in the network that connect vertices of the same community. This gives calculated Q values of 0.53 ϭ (37*6/(37*6 ϩ 20*5) Ϫ 11/71) when iterativity threshold (s) was set to two. When iterativity threshold was set to three, Q was 0.58 ϭ (21*6/ (21*6 ϩ 9*5) Ϫ 11/71). Because the existing connectivity data- set spans only the anterior half of the nerve cord, we identified only three segments in the connectivity dataset (Fig. 8b,c) . We then followed the same procedure to calculate modularity and calculated a Q value of 0.37. This measure of modularity is an underestimate because the additional segments provide targets for the randomized network that are included in the denominator of Q equation. When additional three segments are included with the same mean number of connections and motoneurons the value of Q is 0.48. These relatively high Q values support the hypothesis of a repeating core set of muscle cells and motoneurons. The complete connectivity database of C. elegans was previously calculated to have a Q of 0.66 (Kashtan and Alon, 2005 ; corrected Q m of 0.52). For our and for formerly published calculation of modularity, edges were considered undirected and unweighted.
Discussion
Perimotor space Many studies equate the location of a neuron to the anatomical location of its cell body (Ahn et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2006; Kaiser and Hilgetag, 2006; Varier and Kaiser, 2011) . In fact, for most neurons with extensive dendritic trees, the location of the cell body provides little information about the function of the neuron. Our goal in the present work was to find a mapping or transformation that would facilitate the identification of patterns of connectivity. We reasoned that functionally related groups of motoneurons would be defined by the muscles they innervate. Because the muscles are arrayed approximately linearly along the AP axis of the nematode, it seemed reasonable to array the motoneurons along this axis. By expressing the position of other motoneurons relatively, according to this scheme, we were able to group connections according to their function. These coordinates chart a new framework, the perimotor space. It is important to realize that the mapping of function onto a linear array corresponding to muscle location is one of many ways to order and segregate functionally related connections. Unlike the nematode, where the location of a muscle defines its function, in jointed limbs the relationship between the location of a muscle and its mechanical action is more complex. However, an analogous approach to the mapping used here would be to map the position of motoneurons in perimotor space along a normalized temporal or phase axis according to the activity of the motoneurons during a single cycle of locomotion (Yakovenko et al., 2002) . The concept of perimotor space we used here shares some similarities with myotopic neuronal maps described for the motoneuron dendrites of Drosophila larvae (Landgraf et al., 2003; Dixit et al., 2008) . However, we find perimotor space more useful because it incorporates the function of the muscles and hence allows direct behavioral interpretation of the model. Furthermore, perimotor mapping can provide the functional meaning and interpretability of network structure when coupled with network analysis using graph theory (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 ) for existing and novel wiring datasets. In such analysis, nodes that are directly involved in locomotion (motoneurons or specific areas of the CNS) will be fixed in perimotor space. One system that might benefit from this type of analysis is a single segment of the mammalian spinal cord. The perimotor description of the motoneuronal network of C. elegans (Fig. 2) has revealed a hitherto-undescribed modularity in the synaptic connections of motoneurons. Furthermore, it supports some existing hypothesis while generating new ones. For example, two motoneuron classes, AS and DA, were known to be morphologically similar except for the presence of a long, nonsynapsing dorsal neurite directed anteriorly in DA but not AS motoneurons (White et al., 1976) . In the present work, we have shown that they also have different synaptic connections and hence are likely to serve different roles in the locomotor circuit. Specifically, each DA makes neuromuscular junctions to three muscles and synaptic connections to two VD motoneurons, while each AS innervates two muscle cells and only one VD. AS motoneurons have gap junctions with VA motoneurons in a posterior location and to an anterior DA, while DA motoneurons have gap junctions with VA motoneurons that innervate the opposing muscle cells (Fig. 7) . In addition, AS motoneurons are innervated by both AVA and AVB interneurons and therefore might be activated during both forward and backward locomotion, while DA are innervated by AVA, AVD, and AVE (Chalfie et al., 1985; White et al., 1986 ; present study) and are activated during backward but not forward locomotion (Haspel et al., Table 2 ). Connections among and with the motoneurons with partial or no connectivity data were omitted as they were not included in the analysis. 2010) and are necessary for backward locomotion (Chalfie et al., 1985) .
Iterative connections
Once we generated the motoneuronal network in perimotor space, we were able to detect iterative patterns within the connections. Most connections made by motoneurons of the same class are with neurons of a similar class at similar perimotor distances. This iterativity is not apparent when only the anatomical locations of the neurons are considered. Some of the connections that iterate are anatomically scarce and were not considered important before. For example, each AS motoneuron has a single gap junction to a VA motoneuron that innervates ventral muscle cells posterior to those innervated by the former.
Two previously used assumptions are crucial for our analysis to be valid and meaningful. First, the single individual organism from which data were gathered should have stereotypical connectivity for the species, sex, and developmental stage. Second, the pattern of connectivity of the posterior half should be similar to that of the anterior half. If, following the acquisition of new connectivity data, either assumption is proven wrong, the wiring diagram of a segment may have to be altered. However, the validity of the method of analysis will still hold and new data can be easily incorporated to produce a more refined model of a segmental wiring diagram. In addition, as described above, we adopted assumptions regarding the neuromuscular innervations previously made by Chen et al. (2006) .
A periodically repeated sublineage was reported for five classes of motoneurons (VA, VB, VC, VD, and AS) (White et al., 1976 ), which we suspected might underlie the perimotor iterativity. However, when we compared the cellular lineage (Sulston et al., 1983 ; http://www.wormbase.org/db/searches/pedigree) to the perimotor and anatomical locations (Fig. 1b) , we found that the cellular lineage is closely related to the location of the cell bodies along the ventral cord but not to the function of the motoneuron or its perimotor location.
The analysis of iterative connectivity emphasizes connections based on their similarity among modules and eliminates connections that iterate below an arbitrary threshold (we used the most conservative threshold of two connections). It can be applied to many segmental networks. Furthermore, it could be modified to accommodate other modular networks (in which modules are similar to each other), for example, the connectivity within and among cortical columns. In this case, the analysis will have to be modified to include a second dimension.
Perimotor segmentation and the connectivity model
Segmentation is very prevalent among undulatory motor systems (Puhl and Mesce, 2010) such as leech and lamprey. Moreover, undulatory propagation was recently suggested to underlie activity in the mammalian spinal cord during motor behavior (Cuellar et al., 2009) . The study of the relatively small motoneuronal network underlying undulatory locomotion in C. elegans as a segmented network might reveal fundamental principles shared with these more complex systems. Segmentation of the motoneuronal network was suggested for another nematode species, Ascaris lumbricoides (Stretton et al., 1978; Davis and Stretton, 1996) , in which six segments contain 11 motoneurons each. The segmentation was based on the anatomical location of the commissures along the body and soma location of the motoneurons. However, the pattern of commissures along C. elegans body is different and does not suggest a repeating unit, and the adult C. elegans has not been considered to be segmented (Minelli and Fusco, 2004) . By keeping only connections that iterate in the same class of motoneurons, we defined the stereotypical motoneuron of each class. We then assembled a perimotor segment, which we iterated six times to produce the connectivity model. Most of the chemical synapses (27 of 33) in this model are within segments, while most of the gap junctions (14 of 20) are between segments. Gap junctions have been suggested before to be important for the coordination of motor output (Kiehn and Tresch, 2002) . There are several important ways in which this connectivity model differs from formerly published models. Mainly, it is completely based on the currently available neuroanatomical dataset. We did not arbitrarily choose only motoneurons and connections that fit a specific hypothesis of their role in locomotion. Rather, the connectivity model includes all motoneuron classes and iterating connections. The VC class of motoneurons is included as input to other motoneurons as explained in Materials and Methods.
Advances in automation and novel neuroanatomical tools are generating a growing number of connectivity datasets (Micheva and Smith, 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Katz et al., 2010) . The representation of such datasets is a crucial step toward gaining insight into the principles that underlie neuronal connectivity. Published representations have commonly used parameters of connectivity derived from the data itself to localize nodes in dimensionless space (such as clustering and attraction/repulsion algorithms) or along axes of such parameters (such as eigenvalues, adjacency, or hierarchy). These representations emphasize specific features of the network but do not reflect the function of the network. The perimotor representation we introduce is based on the function of muscle and the pattern of motoneuronal innervation. We have used it to discover and extend rules of connectivity in the data available for the anterior portion of C. elegans locomotion network and construct a novel, segmented, connectivity model. The perimotor space is not limited to this network but can be generalized and extended to connect graph theory analysis with network function in other networks.
